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Floquet-Llouville supermatrix approach. II. Intensity-dependent generalized 
nonlinear optical susceptibilities 

Kwanghsi Wang and Shih-I Chu 
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 

(Received 15 August 1986; accepted 2 December 1986) 

We present a practical nonperturbative method for exact treatment of intensity-dependent 
generalized nonlinear optical susceptibilities X (w) in intense polychromatic fields, valid for 
arbitrary laser intensities, detunings, and relaxation. By means of the many-mode Floquet 
theory, the time-dependent Liouville equation can be transformed into an equivalent time
independent infinite-dimensional Floquet-Liouville supermatrix (FLSM) eigenvalue problem. 
It is then shown that the nonlinear optical susceptibilities X(w) can be completely determined 

"'-
simply from the supereigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Floquet-Liouvillian L F • In 
addition to this exact FLSM approach, we have also presented higher-order perturbative 
results, based on the extension of the Salwen's nearly degenerate perturbation theory, 
appropriate for somewhat weaker fields and near-resonant multiphoton processes, but beyond 
the conventional perturbative or rotating wave approximation (RWA). In the case of two-

A 

level systems, for example, the implementation of Salwen's method in the time-independent L F 

allows the reduction of the infinite-dimensional FLSM into a 4 X 4 dimensional effective 
Hamiltonian, from which essential analytical formulas for intensity-dependent X(w) can be 
obtained. These methods are applied to a detailed study of intensity-dependent spectral line 
shapes (such as hole burning and extra resonance peaks at the line center, and the effects of 
saturation, detuning, and radiative and collisional damping, etc.) and subharmonic structures 
in nonlinear mUltiple wave mixings X[ (m + 1 )w1 - mW2] for two-level systems in intense 
linearly polarized bichromatic fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The determination of nonlinear optical susceptibilities 
represents a significant area of both experimental and theo
retical research in nonlinear optics. I

-
3 Calculations of non

linear susceptibilities in a medium with discrete quantum 
levels are usually performed by means of perturbative meth
ods. I

-
3 The perturbative treatment is adequate when both 

the pump and the probe fields are weak and the correspond
ing nonlinear optical susceptibilities are independent offield 
strengths. However, a number of recent experimental works 
were carried out under the conditions that both the pump 
and the probe fields are strong.4-7 Distinct new features such 
as subradiative structures, multiphoton absorption peaks, 
and high-order (up to 27th order4 

) nonlinear wave mixings, 
etc. have been observed. In most of these nonlinear optical 
processes, when the fields are intense enough to saturate the 
transitions, nonlinear susceptibilities become intensity de
pendent. Nonperturbative response functions are required 
to explain these intense-field effects. Currently while several 
nonperturbative methods8

-
lo have been proposed,they are 

all based on the assumption of the validity of the rotating 
wave approximation (RW A), and consider only exact or 
near resonant processes. As such the ac-Stark shifts which 
are known to be significant in strong fields are often ignored. 
And multiphoton processes where non-RW A channels have 
important contributions (such as those in off-resonant pro
cesses, etc.) cannot be properly treated by these methods. 

In this paper, we present an exact nonperturbative 
method for the calculation of intensity-dependent nonlinear 
optical susceptibilities in polychromatic fields valid for arbi-

trary laser intensities, detunings, and relaxation. The meth
od is based on the extension of the recently developed Flo
quet-Liouvillesupermatrix (FLSM) approach 11 (hereafter 
called paper I). The FLSM formalism allows the exact 
transformation of the time-dependent Liouville equation for 
the density matrix of quantum systems (undergoing arbi
trary relaxation) into an equivale~t time-independent non
Hermitian Floquet-Liouvillian LF eigenvalue problem. 
This yields a numerically stable and computational efficient 
approach for the unified treatment of nonresonant and reso
nant, one- and multiple-photon, steady-state, and transient 
phenomena in nonlinear optical processes, much beyond the 
conventional perturbative and R W A approaches. The 
FLSM theory is reviewed in Sec. II mainly to define neces
sary notations and to outline the essential results for the re
duced density matrix elements. In Sec. III, we present an 
exact formulation of the intensity-dependent nonlinear opti
cal susceptibilities for two-level systems in polychromatic 
fields valid for arbitrary field strengths. Further, in Sec. IV, 
we present a higher-order nearly degenerate perturbative 

A 

analysis of the Floquet-Liouvillian L F • This yields useful 
analytical expressions for field-dependent nonlinear optical 
susceptibilities, appropriate for somewhat weaker fields and 
near-resonant processes but beyond the R W A limit. A de
tailed study of the effects of intensity, detuning, and relaxa
tion (radiative decay and collisional damping) upon nonlin
ear response functions and high-order wave mixings is 
presented in Sec. V for the specific case of two-level systems 
in bichromatic fields using the analytical formulas derived in 
Sec. IV. Finally in Sec. VI we extend the exact FLSM nu
merical method for a detailed exploration of the multipho-
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ton subradiative structures in high-order wave mixing pro
cesses in very intense fields. This is followed by a conclusion 
in Sec. VII. Atomic units are used throughout unless other
wise specified. 

II. FLOQUET-LIOUVILLE SUPER MATRIX (FLSM) 
TREATMENT OF THE NONLINEAR RESPONSE OF N· 
LEVEL QUANTUM SYSTEMS IN POLYCHROMATIC 
FIELDS 

In this section we review the basic elements of the exact 
FLSM treatment I I of the nonlinear response of a set of non
degenerate N·level quantum systems, driven by M linearly 
polarized monochromatic laser fields. Extensions to the case 
of circular or elliptic polarization as well as to degenerate 
systems are straightforward. The time development of the 
system is governed by the Liouville equation2,10 

iatp(t) = [H(t),p(t)] + i[R,p(t)] , (1) 

where p is the density matrix of the system, reduced by an 
averaging over all irrelevant degrees of freedom acting as a 
thermal bath, and H(t) is the Hermitian Hamiltonian de
fined by 

H(t) =Ho+ V(t). (2) 

Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the N-Ievel system 
with eigenvalues {Ea} and eigenfunctions {Ia)}, i.e., 

Hola) = Ea la), a = 0,1,2, ... ,N - 1 . (3) 

V( t) is the electric dipole interaction between the system and 
the M-mode classical fields E (t), 

V(t) = - WE(t) , 

where 
M 

E(t) = 2: E; cos(w;t + ¢i) , 
;=1 

(4) 

(5) 

~ is the electric dipole moment operator of the system, and 
Ei , Wi' and ¢i specifying, respectively, the amplitude, fre
quency, and the initial phase of the ith field. In the Markov 
approximation, the relaxation term [R, p (t) ] has the follow
ing form and consists of T I (population damping) and T 2 

(coherent damping) mechanisms which are due to the cou
pling of the system to the thermal bath by radiative decays 
and collisions, etc. More explicitly, 10,1 I 

[R,p]aa = - raaPaa + 2: Y/3aPPP (TI process), 
p(;o'a) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

The quantities YPa give the inelastic rates for making a tran
sition from the state IP) to I a). The off-diagonal decay rate 
r aP ( = r /3a ) is given by 

raP = 1I2(raa + rpp) + r;"s, (7) 

where r~p arises from phase-changing collisions. For closed 
systems (namely, Trp = 1, Tr[R,p] = 0), assumed in the 
following sections, we have further the relation 

(8) 

In the tetradic or Liouville space,12 spanned by the basis 

{lap )==la)(,8 I;aandp= 0,1,2, ... ,N - 1},Eq. (1) canbe 
recast into an inhomogeneous superoperator equation, 
namely, 

A A 

iatp(t) = L(t)p(t) + if. (9) 

Here p (t) is the supervector defined by 

p(t) = 2: PaP la) (,8 I , (10) 
a,/3 

A 

L is the (nonsingular) superoperator or Liouvillian detailed 
elsewhere, II and {is the source supervector given by 

(/tv = YrAo8vO , (11) 

where YO==~P;o'oYpo, assuming 10) is the ground level. 
Equation (9) can be solved most expediently by invoking the 
many-mode Floquet theory (MMFT),13,14 analogous to 
solving the Schrooinger equation with Hamiltonian having 
the same time dependence as that in Eq. (1). The MMFT 
renders the time-dependent superoperator equation (9) into 
an equivalent time-independent infinite-dimensional super
eigenValue equation, namely, 

2: 2: (ap;{m} ILF lur;{k}) (ur;{k} l0/tv,{n}) 
U'1' {k} 

= 0/tv,{n} (ap;{m} I 0/tv,{n} ) , (12) 
A 

where LF is the time-independent many-mode Floquet-
Liouville supermatrix (FLSM) defined in terms of the gen
eralized tetradic-Floquet basis lap; {m}) == la) (,8 I 
® I{m}), where {m} is the set of Fourier indices, 
{m}=m l ,m2 ,· .. ,mM· A 

The structure of the FLSM L F, which is non-Hermitian, 
is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the two-level two-mode case. The 

'. 

A+2"'2 I S 0 0 0 

s" A+w2 I S 0 0 

0 s· A S 0 

0 0 s" A-"2 I S 

0 0 0 s" A-2 .. z I 

WHERE '. 
'. . 

C+2" 1 I x 0 0 0 

x· C+" I I X 0 0 

0 x" c x 0 

0 0 x" c-.. , I X 

0 0 0 X" C-2"1 I 

'. '. 
y 0 0 0 0 -i(Yob+Ybg) 0 0 0 
0 y 0 0 0 

0 0 y 0 0 
iYab - iYbO 0 0 

0 0 0 y 0 0 0 -wbQ-irba 0 

0 0 0 0 y 0 0 0 Wba-irbO 

AND '. 

0 0 -V~~! vOl 
ob 0 0 -Vl2! 

bo 
V12! 

ob 

x= 
0 0 VOl _vIII 

bo ob y. 
0 0 V12! _V121 

bo ob 

_vIII 
ob 

VOl 
ob 0 0 -Vl2! 

ob Vl21 
ob 0 0 

ViII 
bo 

_ViII 
bo 

0 0 V(2) 
bo _V~~' 0 0 

FIG. 1. Structure of the Floquet-Liouville supermatrix LF for the case of 
two-level systems (with level spacing {J)ba } in linearly polarized bichroma
tic fields. {J)I and {J)2 are the two radiation frequencies V~~ (i = 1,2) are the 
electric dipole couplings, and Yab' Yba, andr ba = (Yab + Yba }/2are relaxa
tion parameters. 
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multiply periodic structure of L F renders the following im
portant periodic relationships for its supereigenvalues 
O,.w;{n} and eigenvectors In,uv;{n} > : 

(i) Im(0,uv;{n})<O, (13) 

(14) 

and 

(iii) (a/3;{m + k}I0,uv;{n + k} > = (a/3;{m}I0,uv;{n} > . 
(15) 

Further, it has been shown that in the limit of raP = raP 
= 0 (i.e., no relaxations) the supereigenvalues ° and eigen

vectors 1 ° > of L F are related to the quasienergy eigenvalues 
A and eigenvectors 1..1. > ofHF , whereHF is the Floquet Ham-

iltonian for the nondamping case,13 by the following rela
tions: 

M 

OaP;{m} = ra.{O} - rp.{o} + 2: mjOJj , 

1=1 
(16) 

(Pv;{k}lnat/;{O}) = 2: (p,{n}IAa.{o})(Ap,{o}lv,{n -k}). 
{n} 

(17) 

Thus the supereigenvalues n have the physical interpreta
tion as the "difference spectrum" of the quasienergies. 

In terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the su-
A 

peroperator LF the reduced density matrixp{t) can be ex-
pressedasp(t) = U{t:to)p(to), where Uis the non-Hermi
tian super-evolution operator given by, in matrix form, 

Uap;,uv (t:to) = 2: (a/3;{m}lexP[ - iLF (t - to) 1I.uv;{O}) + r<p,uv 2: 2: (a/3;{m}I0ar,{k}) (0!r.{k} IOO;{O}) 
{m} OT {m} 

'{l - exp[ - iOar,{k}' (t - to)]}/iOar,{k} ).exP(i .f mjOJjt) . 
j=l 

(18) 

Furthermore, since 1m n < 0 for all 0, the reduced density matrix has a simple form at large times t -. 00, 

PaP (t) ..... ro 2: (2: 2: (a/3;{m} I nar,{k} ) (0!r.{k} IOO,{O})/inar,{k})exP(i .f mjOJjt) , 
{m} OT {k} J= 1 

(19) 

which is independent of the initial state p (t 0 ) and is oscilla
tory in the course of time, dictated by the Fourier term 
exp(i~~ 1 mjOJjt). Thus in steady state, the off-diagonal 
density matrix element PaP (t) exhibits harmonic frequen
cies of the form mlOJl + mp>2 + ... + mMOJM' where ml' 
m2, ... ,mM are arbitrary integers. 

III. INTENSITY-DEPENDENT GENERALIZED 
NONLINEAR OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES: EXACT 
FLSM NONPERTURBATIVE TREATMENT 

The nonlinear response of an ensemble of systems to the 
incident polychromatic fields takes the form of a dielectric 
polarization density pet) which acts as a source term in 
Maxwell's wave equation. The polarization density is related 
to the expectation value of the dipole moment operator ft and 
can be calculated from the density matrixp(t), 

(P(t» = No(p,) = No Tr[ftP(t)] , (20) 

where No is the number density in the ensemble andp (t) can 
be determined by the FLSM method described in Sec. II. 

Without loss of generality, we shall now confine our 
discussion to the two-level systems driven by intense M
mode polychromatic fields. The polarization density now 
has the form 

where ftab is the transition dipole matrix element between 
the unperturbed atomic states la) and I b ) (assumed to be of 
opposite parity and Ea < Eb ). 

In the steady state, the polarization density can be ex
panded as a Fourier series in the incident frequencies [as 
shown by Eq. (19)], 

(P(t) ) 

= "P ('-")e-l(m,,,,,+m'''''+'''+m'''''Mlt 
k '"lm2···m,., UoI' , 

m.'"l'·om,., 

(22) 

where P m,m,"' 'mM (OJ) is the Fourier component at frequency 
OJ = ml(Ul + m2(U2 + ... + mM(UM' As an example, consid
er the two-mode (M = 2) case with (UI being the pump fre
quency and (U2 the probe frequency. We have from Eq.(22), 

(P(t» = P 1,0 «(UI)e -1",,1 + PO•I ( lU2)e ;'0,1 

+ P
2

, _ I (2w1 - (U2)e - i(lw, "'2)t + .... 

The physical consequences of these terms are as follows: 
P 1,0 (lUI) andPo,1 «(U2) give rise to absorption (oramplifica
tion) of the pump and probe waves, respectively, while the 
mixing response P 2. _ 1 (2w 1 - (U2 ) is responsible for gener
ation of an optical wave with frequency lU = 2w 1 - (U2' and 
so on. Note that p{m} (OJ) is a nonperturbative result. If ex
panded in terms of a power series of incident fields, P {m} (OJ) 
can be related to the conventional perturbative nonlinear 
susceptibilities (to infinite order, in principle) . For example, 
in the case ofbichromatic fields (M = 2), 
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P1,O«(/)I) = iI)( - (/)I;(/)I)~I«(/)I) + i 3)( - (/)1;(/)1'(/)1' - (/)1)Ei «(/)I)~r«(/)I) 

+ i 3l ( - (/)1;(/)1,(1)2, - (/)2)~1 «(/)1) 1~2«(/)2) 12 + ". , 
P 2, _ 1 (2tv1 - (/)2) = X(3) ( - 2tv1 + (/)2;(/)1'(/)1' - (/)2)Ei «(/)I )~1 «(/)2) 

+ i s)( - 2tv1 + (/)2;(/)1'(/)1'(/)1' - (/)1' - (/)2)~ «(/)1)~«(/)1)~«(/)2) 

+ iSl( - 2tv1 + (/)2;(/)1'(/)1,(/)2' - (/)2' - (/)2)Ei «(/)1) 1~2«(/)2) 12~1«(/)2) 

+ "', etc., 

where 

{~;«(/);)nl, n;;>O 
~; (n;(/);) = E1'«(/); )Ind, n; <0 

is the Fourier transform of the ith optical field at (/); and X(q) 

is the conventional (intensity-independent) perturbative 
qth order optical susceptibility. At weak incident fields, the 
lowest (nonvanishing) order susceptibility dominates and 
the conventional perturbative approach for X(q) is adequate. 
For example, if both the pump and probe fields are weak, the 
generation of a coherent signal at 2tv1 - (/)2 (four-wave mix
ing) is described by the third-order (q = 3) nonlinear sus
ceptibility i 3

)( - 2tv1 + (/)2;(/)1'(/)1' - (/)2)' However, for 
strong saturating fields, higher-order nonlinear susceptibili
ties can contribute significantly. This leads to the concept of 
intensity-dependenl generalized nonlinear optical suscepti
bility x(ml(/)I + m2(/)2 + ... + mM(/)M) defined by 

X{m} «(/) = p{m} «(/)/ 

[~I (ml(/)I)~2(m2(/)2)" '~M (mM(/)M)] , 
(23) 

where (/) = mi(/)l + m2(/)2 + ... + mM(/)M' In the limit of 
weak fields, X {m} «(/) reduces to the lowest nonvanishing 
order (intensity-independent) X(q) , as it should be. 

Using the results of Sec. II for p(t), Eq. (19), we arrive 
at the following nonperturbative expression for generalized 
nonlinear optical susceptibility (for the two-level M-mode 
case) in terms of the sURereigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
the Floquet-Liouvillian L F : 

X{m} «(/) = mi(/)l + m2(/)2 + ... + mM(/)M) 

= NOYba [L L «ba;{m}l0or,{k} »)J,ab 
O'T' {k} 

+ (ab;{m}l0or,{k} »)J,ba) (O!r,{k} laa;{O}) 

. UOor,{k} )-1 ]/[ ~I (ml(/)I)~2(m#2)" '~(mM(/)M)] . 

(24) 

IV. INTENSITY-DEPENDENT NONLINEAR OPTICAL 
SUSCEPTIBILITIES: HIGH-oRDER NEARLY 
DEGENERATE PERTURBATIVE TREATMENT 

The FLSM method described in Sec. III provides a gen
eral nonperturbative numerical technique for the unified 
treatment of resonant and nonresonant, nonlinear 
multiwave mixing processes (such as CARS, four-wave 
mixing, etc.) at arbitrary field strengths, detunings, and re
laxations. To exploit analytical properties of nonlinear opti-

cal processes and to make connection with commonly used 
perturbative and RW A approaches, we shall consider in this 
section the extension of Salwen's almost de~enerate pertur-

"" bation theorylS to the Floquet-Liouvillian L F • This method 
has been previously used by us to the perturbative analysis of 
two-mode Floquet Hamiltonian HF for the study of multi
photon dynamics and spectral line shapes of nondamping 
two_13

(c) and three-level 16 systems driven by intense bichro
matic fields. In the present case, appropriate extension of 
Salwen's technique to density matrix allows t~ reduction of 
the infinite-dimensional Floquet-Liouvillian L F (cf. Fig;...1 ) 
into an effective non-Hermitian Salwen-Liouvillian L s , 
from which essential analytical formulas for intensity-de
pendent nonlinear optical susceptibilities, beyond the con
ventional perturbative and RWA approaches, can be ob
tained. 

In this section, we shall consider the important class of a 
system of dipole-allowed two-level atoms (molecules) un
dergoing (21m I + 1)-photon [(/)ba = (m + 1 )(/)I - m(/)2 ] 
near-resonant transitions in the presence of two intense lin
early polarized laser fields characterized by the frequencies 
«(/)1' (/)2), amplitudes (EI' E2)' and initial phases (¢I' ¢2), 

respectively. The two-level la) and Ib) (Ea <Eb ) are as
sumed to be of opposite parity. 

In a proper rotating frame (not the RWA) defined by 
the unitary transformation 

(25) 

the density-matrix superoperator i)(/) satisfies approxi
mately the Salwen-Liouville equation, namely, 

(26) 

where fs is the source supervector given by 

(27) 

When the resonance condition (/)ba = (m + 1)(/)1 - m(/)2' m 
arbitrary integer, is satisfied, the unperturbed tetradic-Flo
quet states laa; 00), Ibb; 00), lab; m + 1, - m), and Iba; 
- (m + 1), m), form a four-dimensional almost degener

ate set and span the Salwen's "model space." In t~rms of this 
model space, the effective Salwen-Liouvillian Ls has the 
following matrix form: 
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[.-i(r .. +r .. > 0 -U: 

A 'rab - iroo -U: 
Ls = 

-U~· U'· - (a+8) -iroo - b 

U' ui, 0 a 

where rab and roo are feeding rates and roo (=Tab ) is the 
coherence damping rate due to spontaneous emission and 
collisions, etc. (In the pure radiative damping case, rab = 0 
and roo = 112 roo, with roo the spontaneous decay rate 
from the upper level Ib) to the ground level la).) In Eq. 
(28), a is the detuning defined by 

(29) 

and 8 (bichromatic Bloch-Siegert resonance shift) and U 
(resonance width parameters) represent higher-order ~r
turbation corrections for the rest of the supermatrix LF 
(called the "external" space). Both 8 and U are intensity
dependent quantities and can be expressed in terms of the 
power series expansion of the electric dipole coupling 
strengths a and P defined by 

(30a) 

and 

(30b) 

to be described in Sec. IV A. 
The steady-state solutions [df>(t)/dt = 0] for the den

sity matrix in Eq. (26) can be solved readily to give the 
coherence matrix elements 

Poo = - roo [(a + 8 + ir 00 )(roou~ + rabui,) 

+ u:(ui,·u~ - ui,u~·)]/15, (31a) 

where 

15 = roo [(a + 8)2 + na] (rab + roo) 

+ 2 Re(z) - 4 Im(u~ui,·)· Im(ua u:) 

with 

z= [roo -i(a+8)] 

x [(rab + roo )UbUi, + rooUaU~ + rabuaui,] , 

Pab =pt (31b) 

which are independent of initial conditions and become time 
independent in the appropriate rotating frame defined in Eq. 
(25). From Eqs. (23) and (31), we arrive at the following 
general analytical expression for intensity-dependent non
linear optical susceptibility: 

Ua 

", 1 o ' 
(a +8) - iroo 

(28) 

Xm+I,-m[W= (m + l)wl- mw2] 

= -No,uabroo{[(a+8) +iroo]'[rooU~ +rabui,] 

+ u:[ui,·u~ - ui,u~·]}/{15·EI[(m + l)wJ1 

'E2 ( - m(2)}' (32) 

It is worth noting that Eqs. (31) and (32) possess the follow
ing two distinct features and advantages over other ap
proaches: (i) the intensity-dependent nature of p and X(w) 
is clearly determined by the two physical parameters 8 and U 

only; and (ii) p and X(w) have the same general functional 
form as shown by Eqs. (31) and (32), respectively, regard
less of the order (21m I + 1) of multiphoton processes. 8 and 
u, of course, depend on m and can be determined via the 
nearly degenerate perturbative treatment of the Salwen
Liouvillian L s as mentioned earlier. In the following subsec
tions, we present some of the essential analytical results. 

A. Shift (&) and width (u) parameters at the optical 
frequency m=m1 (or (2) 

To fourth order in Rabifrequencies lal and IPI, we have 
for the shift parameter, 

8(wI) = Re{IP 12 [I(W2) + I( - (2)] + la12/( - WI) 

+ laPI 2/ 2(W2)[ (WI - (2)-I 

+ (2woo - WI - (2)-I] 

+ IP 14/2(W2)' [2(woo - ( 2)] -I} , (33) 

where the line shape functions l's are introduced here to 
shorten the notations: 

and 

loo(w) = 1!(w-Woo -iP) , (34a) 

lab (W) = It ( - W) = - 1I(W + Woo - iP), (34b) 
I(w) = (Woo - W + iP)-I + (Woo - W + iA)-I, 

P=rab + roo -roo, 
A = roo - roo . 

(34c) 

(34d) 

(35a) 
(35b) 

For the width parameters, we have obtained expressions 
to the fifth order in I a I and IP I, 

Ua (WI) = a + a*p 2{/ab ( - (2)/( - (2) + lab (w2)/(w2) - 100 ( - WI )[/( - (2) + I(W2) J} 

-alaI2/ oo ( -wI)/( -WI) -alP 12[/00 (w2)/(W2) +/00 ( -(2)/( -W2>] 

+ ala121.812/oo (w2)/ 2(w2) [lab (W2 - 2wI ) - 100 (W2)] - Cil.814/oo (w2)/2(W2)/oo (2w2 - WI) , (36) 
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and 

Ub (m!) = ua (m!;P_A) , 

U~ (m!) = ua (mt;a-a*P-!3*) , 

ui, (mt) = Ub (mt;a-a* P-!3) . 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

B. Shift and width parameters at ro={m+1)ro1-mroZ, 
m;;.1 

The corresponding expressions for 8(m2) and U j (m2) can be 
obtained simply by exchanging ml and m2 and a and 13 in 
8(ml ) and U j (m l ), respectively. 

For the shift parameters, the leading terms are always 
second order in Rabi frequencies I a I (1131), and it is general
ly sufficient to keep correction terms up to the fourth order 
even in rather intense fields: 

8(m) = Re( 1131 2 [1(m2) + l( - m2)] + lanl(ml ) + l( - ml )] + IpI412(m2)' [2(moo - m2)]-1 

+ laI41 2(m!)' [2(mba - ml )] -I + laPI2{12(ml )' (m2 - m!) -! + 12(m2)' (ml - m2)-1 

+ [l(m!) + 1(m2) ]2. [2moo - ml - m2] -I}) . (40) 

For the width,.parameters, the leading terms are proportional to am + I (13 *) m • Thus it is necessary to carry out perturba
tion expansion in Ls at least up to (2m + 1) order in Rabi frequencies. For m small (particularly m = 0 and 1), however, the 
power broadenings are usually rather large at high fields and higher-order correction terms beyond the lowest non vanishing 
order are essential to account for intensity dependent phenomena. These higher-order terms are usually very difficult and 
tedious to obtain. Indeed, we are not aware of any general higher-order study beyond the RWA or lowest (nonvanishing) 
order perturbation. In Eq. (36), we have already presented higher-order correction terms up to the fifth order for the one
photon dominant case, where the leading term is first order in a. For the three-photon dominant m = 2m1 - m2 process, we 
have obtained, up to the fifth-order correction, 

ua (2m I -m2) = -a2p*1(ml )'[lab( -ml ) -100 (m2)] + laI 2p{1(ml )'[lab(m2) -lba( -ml )] 

+l( -m2)[lab( -ml) -100 ( -ml )]} +a2IaI 2p*12(ml )loo (m2)' [lab ( -ml ) -lba(m2)] 

+ a 2p *lpI2(l(ml )' [lab ( - ml) - 100 (m2)] 

'{loo (2m2 - ml )' [l(m l ) +1(m2)] -l(ml)lab ( - ml)}) , (41 ) 

where the third-order correction terms were carried out exactly (i.e., all muItiphoton pathways are included) while only the 
leading generalized rotating wave approximation!4 (GRWA) pathways are retained in the fifth order (see the Appendix). 
For the five-photon dominant m = 3m! - 2m2 process, we have performed the fifth-order correction terms exactly: 

Ua (3ml - 2m2 ) =x + y + Z, (42a) 

where 

and 

X = - a 3p *21(m! )1(2m! - m2)' [lab ( - ml ) - Iba (m2)] 

. [lab ( -2m! +m2) -lba( -m! + 2m2)] , (42b) 

y = - a*laI2IpI2(l( - m2)1(m! - 2m2) . [lab ( - m!) - Iba ( - m!)]' [lab ( - 2m! + m2) - Iba ( - 3m!)] 

+1(2m1 -m2)' [lab (m2) -100 ( - ml)] '{l( - m2)' [lab ( - 2m1 + m2) - Iba (m2 - 2m!)] 

+ l(m!)' [lab ( - m1 + 2m2) - 100 (m2 - 2m1) ]}) , (42c) 

Z = - alaI2IpI2(l(m1 - 2m2)' [lab ( - m!) - 100 ( - m!)] 

'{l( - m2)' [lab ( - 3ml) - Iba (m2 - 2m1)] +l(ml) 

. [lab ( - 2m! + m2) - 100 (m2 - 2m!)]} 

+ l(ml )l(2ml - m2) .{ [lab ( - m!) - 100 (m2) ] . [lab ( - ml + 2m2) - 100 (m2 - 2m!) ] 

+ [lab (m2) - 100 ( - ml )] . [lab (m2 - 2ml ) - 100 (2m2 - m!) J} 

+ l( - m2)1(2m1 - m2)' [lab (m2 - 2m!) - 100 (m2 - 2m1 ) ] • [lab ( - m!) - 100 (m2)] 

+ 1(m!)1(3m!)' [lab (m2) - 100 (m2)]' [lab (2m2 - m1) - Iba (2m2 - m!)]) . 

I 

(42d) 

For higher-photon processes m = (m + 1 )ml - mm2 

(m;;.3), exact performance of the correction terms become 
very tedious even for the leading (2m + 1) th order terms 
[proportional to am + 1 (13· ) m ] and the expressions are very 

clumsy as the number of multi photon pathways are enor
mously large. However, the dominant term in the leading 
(2m + 1) th order can be easily obtained within the Salwen
Liouvillian if one considers only the GRWA pathways. In 
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this way, we obtain the following general formula for the 
leading correction terms: 

m 

ua (cu) = - am+ I(p*)m. II 1 [kcu l - (k -1)CU2] 
k=1 

m 

. II {lab [(k - 1)cu2 - kcud 
k=1 

- lba [kcu2 - (k - 1)cud}. (43) 

Equation (43) is a simple but useful general result valid for 
m>l. For high photon processes (m>3), Eq. (43) is usually 
adequate up to moderate strong laser intensities. The Ap
pendix provides a brief discussion of multiphoton pathways 
in terms of Feynman diagrams. 

c. Analytical solutions for special limiting cases 

1. Weak field limits 

In the limit of weak pump and probe fields, the intensi-

expression, Eq. (32), can be reduced to the more familiar 
intensity-independent perturbative-RWA results. This is ac
complished by (i) ignoring the shifting correction terms~; 
and (ii) keeping only the lowest nonvanishing order GRW A 
terms and dropping all non-GR W A and higher-order cor
rection terms in the width parameters u's discussed in Secs . 
IV A and IV B. In this way, we obtain 

XI,O(CUI)--X(l)( -CUI;CUI) 

NOJ.t~b (rba - rab) 

= 2(cuba - CUI - ir ba )(rab + rba) , 

XO,I (cu2) __ iJ)( - CU2;C(2) 

NOJ.t~b (rba - rab) 

(44) 

(45) 

ty-dependent generalized nonlinear optical susceptibility and 

I 

Xm+ I,-m [cu = (m + l)cu l - mcu2] 

--X<2m + I) [ - (m + 1 )cu l + mcu2;cul>cuI, ... , - CU2, - CU2''''] 

NoJ.t~bm+ I) 

=--------------~~----------------
22m 

+ I [CUba - (m + 1 )CUI + mcu2 - ir ba ] . (rab + rba) 

. IT {[CUba - kcu 1 + (k - 1)cu2 + i(rab + rba - r ba)] -I + [CUba - kcu l + (k - 1)cu2 + i(rba - r ba)] -I} 
k=1 

·(rba k~I{[CUba + (k - 1)cu1 - kcu2 + i(rab + rba - r ba)]-I 

- [CUba - kcu l + (k - 1)cu2 - i(rab + rba - rba )] -I} 

-rab IT {[CUba + (k-1)cul-kCU2 +i(rba - rba)]-I- [CUba -kcul + (k-1)cu2 -i(rba - rba)]-I}). (46) 
k=1 

2. Laser field phases ¢J1 =¢J2=O 

In this case, we have the following simplification: 

U~ = Ua, (u~)* = u:, (47) 

U~=Ub' (u~)*=u:. 

The expressions forpba' Eq. (31), andXm+ I-m' Eq. (32), 
are correspondingly simplified. 

3. Small relaxation limit 

When the fields are strong or the relaxation rates are 
relatively small, and if the detuning 11 is not zero, it is often 
an excellent approximation to ignore the imaginary part of 
correction terms. This results in the following simplification: 

and 

U~e! -u~e!(ua)*e! - (Ub)*= -u'. 

Thus P ba simplifies to 

If, in addition, the laser phases ¢JI and ¢J2 are zero, we have 
from Eq. (47) that U = u' (real quantity), and 

_ (rba - rab )u(11 + ~ + ir ba) 

Pba = [(11 + ~)2 + r~] (rab + rba) + 4u2r ba 
(49) 

For practical applications, we have found the simplified ex
pressions, Eqs. (48) and (49), have a rather wide range of 
applicability. The intensity-dependent phenomena are en
tirely accounted for by the two physical parameters ~ and U 

in Eq. (49), for example. The intensity-dependent nonlinear 
optical susceptibility, Eq. (32), now reduces to the following 
simple form (for real fields, ~I = ~2 = 0): 

Xm+ I,-m [cu = (m + 1)CUI - mcu2] 

{ 
NOJ.tab (rba - rab )u(11 + ~ + ir ba) } 

= [(11 + ~)2 + r~] (rba + rab) + 4U2rba 
X[Ct(CU I)]-<m+I)[C2(CU2)]-m. (50) 
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V. INTENSITY-DEPENDENT SPECTRAL LINE SHAPES 
AND NONLINEAR RESPONSES OF TWO-LEVEL 
SYSTEMS IN INTENSE BICHROMATIC FIELDS: 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present a detailed study of the intensi
ty-dependent nonlinear optical susceptibilities of a dipole
allowed (closed) two-level system driven by two linearly 
polarized monochromatic fields of frequencies liJ l and liJ2' 
The two levels are of opposite parity and Eo < E b' The phys
ical parameters (in arbitrary units) used are: liJbo = Eb 

- Ea = 100, Po (transition dipole moment) = 1, tPl = tP2 
(laser initial phases) = 0, r ba (spontaneous decay rate from 
Ib) to 10) = 0.1, and No (number density) = 1. Both the 
effects of radiative and collisional relaxations in nonlinear 
responses at the optical frequencies liJ::::: (m + 1) liJ 1 - mliJ2 
will be examined. We shall assume liJ l is the (stronger) 
pumping field and liJ2 is the (weaker) probe field, although 
both are treated in a symmetrical way in our approach. In 
the following, we study the effects of intensity, detuning, and 
relaxation on the spectral line shapes and present the results 

(a) 

~ 
.!. 
>< 
Q) • b c d 

Q:: 

S.O 
-1~ ______ ~~ ______ ~~ ____ ~~ ______ ~ 

4.0 4.5 

20r--------.---------r--____ ......, ______ ~ 
(b) 

4.0 4.5 6.0 

for the important processes at liJ = liJ2 and 2w1 -liJ2 using 
analytical formulas developed in Sec. IV. 

A. Intensity-dependent nonlinear optical 
susceptibilities at the probe frequency 6) = 6)2 

The effects of the pump field intensity and radiative and 
collisional dampings on the line shapes of X(liJ2) are shown 
as functions of liJ2 - liJ2, in Figs. 2 and 3. In Figs. 2(a)-2( d), 
the pump frequency liJl is fixed at a large detuning 
at =liJba - liJl = 5.0, and the pump field strength lal is var
ied from low to medium high values <Ial/rba = 1.0,5.0,7.5, 
and 10.0), while the probe field strength is fixed at a low 
value (11:1 1 = 0.1 r ba ). As the pump field strength la I in
creases, both the dispersive [Re X(liJ2)] and the absorptive 
[1m X(liJ2)] line shapes are broadened and shifted. On the 
other hand, in the limit of weak pump field, X (liJ2 ) approach 
the perturbative results (dotted curves) which are indepen
dent of intensity. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the results for 
pure radiative damping ( rob = 0.0 and r ab = 1I2r ba ) case, 
whereas Figs. 2 (c) and 2 (d) show the additional effects due 

1.0 

(e) 

O. 

:;;:;:: .. 
~ o. 
Q) 
II:: 

-1. 
3 

fA».- 0), 

2. 

(d) 

1. 

:;;:;:: .. 
.!. 

1. >< 
]' 

O. 

0.~:::::=:==-+------+----!:-__ -=1 
3 4 

FIG. 2. Intensity-dependent nonlinear optical susceptibilities x(w = W2) as a function of W2 - w,. The pump frequency w, is fixed at a large detuning 
Al = Woo - w. = 5.0, while the probe field strength is fixed at 1.8 1= O.troo, and the pump field strength lal is varied. The dispersive responses, Re X(W2)' 
are shown in (a) and (c) while the absorptive responses are shown in (b) and (d). The physical parameters used are: Who 100, W. = 95, ¢. = ¢2 = 0, 
rho 0.1, rab = 0 (arbitrary units). The curves labeled a, b, C, andd in each figure correspond, respectively, to !al/rho = 1,5, 7.5,and 10. The dotted curve 
in each figure shows the first-order perturbative result which is intensity independent. (a) and (b) show the results for the case of pure radiative decay (i.e., 
collisionless) so that rho = 1/2 r ba' (c) and (d) include also the effects of collisional relaxation, with roo = 5r ho • 
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1 .. "r-----.--J>=..--.-----.------, 

O. 

1 )( o. 

i 

-0. 

2.0'r-____ ,-____ ..-----,------, 

0·_(L2=--------l,,:-------:!-0-----!--------i2 

FIG. 3. Intensity-dependent nonlinear optical susceptibilities X(£iJ = £iJ2)' as a function of £iJ2 - £iJ\, wJJ,en the pump frequency £iJ\ is tuned at resonance with 
£iJ"". Curve notations similar to those in Fig. 2. Physical parameters used are: £iJ"" = £iJ\ = 100, y"" = 0.1, Yob = O.O,p = O.01Yba' The curves labeled a, b,c, d, 
e, and f correspond, respectively, to Ja J/y ba = 0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. (a) and (b) show the results for this 
pure radiative damping case, while (c) and (d) include the effects of collisional relaxation. 

to collisional dampings (rab = 5 rba)' It is seen that colli
sions substantially broaden the line shapes and lower down 
the magnitude of the susceptibilities. 

Figures 3(a)-3(d) show the similar effects for X(CU2) 

0.4,r-----r:::_..,.---,-----,--------, 

o. 

i 
E o.'t---_===----!../ 
~ 

-0. 

-~~2.~O-----~,.~0----0~.O~-~--~~---~2.0 

except the pump frequency CUI is now tuned at resonance 
with the level spacing (cuba = CUI = 100.0). Again, in the 
limit of weak pump field, X(CU2 ) approach the perturbative 
results (dotted curves) which are intensity independent. 

-~·~2~.0-----~,~.0----0~.0~---~1.0~---~2.0 

FIG. 4. Analysis of the line shape shown in thecurvelabeledein Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The dispersive and the absorptive responses are shown in (a) and (b), 
respectively. The first (I), the third (III), and the fifth (V) order contributions to X(£iJ2 ) are shown in each figure, whereas the total X(£iJ2 ) are indicated by 
dotted curves. 
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However, as the pump field strength la I increases, more dra
matic changes in line shapes can be seen in both the pure 
radiative damping case [Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) ] and the addi
tional collisional damping case [Figs. 3 ( c) and 3 ( d) J. In 
particUlar, we found an extra absorption peak appears at the 
line center (0)\ = 0)2 = 0)00 ) at strong pump fields even in 
the case of collisionless relaxation [curve d in Fig. 3 (b) ]. In 
the case of both radiative and collisional dampings, the ab
sorptive response [1m X (0)2 )] first shows a dip (as also ob
served in experiment l7

) and then an extra peak begins to 
arise from the center of the dip when the intensity of the 
pump field further increases [see Fig. 3 ( d) ] . 

To understand the origin of these extra peaks (which 
have not been reported before), we make the following anal
ysis of the line shape shown in the curve labeled e in Fig. 
3(d). In Figs. 4(a) and4(b), we depict the first-, third-, and 
fifth-order (in Rabi frequencies lal and 1{;1 I) contributions 
of the nonlinear susceptibilities X (0)2 ). [The total X (0)2 ) 's 
are shown in dotted lines.] As can be seen, while the first
order X(O)z) provides the backbone curve, the third-order 
X(W2) is responsible for the spectral hole in homogeneously 
broadened lines (as also been pointed out by others l8 ), and 

(a) 

-1 
-0.5 0.0 0.5 

(1).- 0)1 

(b) 

~o ..... .. 
~ a 
I 
a~ 

N 
)( 

] -1 

-1 

0.0 0.5 

the newly observed extra peak is found to be arised from the 
fifth-order contribution [Fig. 4(b) J. Clearly, when the 
pump field intensity is further increased, higher-order con
tributions will eventually set in, leading to mUltipeak struc
tures. The dispersive line shape [Fig. 4(a)] can be similarly 
analyzed. 

B. Intensity-dependent nonlinear optical 
susceptibilities at (I) = 2(1)1 - (1)2 

Figures 5(a)-5(d) show the intensity-dependent four
wave mixing nonlinear responses X(O) = 2wJ - 0)2)' as 
functions of 0)2 - 0)1' subjected to pure radiative [Figs. 
5(a) and 5(b) J and additional collisional dampings [Figs. 
5 ( c) and 5 ( d) ]. The pumping frequency 0) I is fixed at reso
nance with the level spacing (WI = 0)00 HX>.O), and the 
probe field strength is fixed at a low value ( 1{;1 I = 0.0 1 roo ), 
while the pump field strength lal varies from weak to medi
um strong. The general behavior of the line shape functions 
of X ( 2w I - Wz ) are qualitatively similar to those of X (0)2 ), 

except the direction of the ac Stark shift and the sign of the 
absorptive response are reversed. 

10'~ ______ -. ______ ~.-______ ,-______ -, 
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FIG. 5. Intensity-dependent nonlinear optical susceptibilities corresponding to the four-wave mixing process, & = Uo1 - &2' as a function of &2 - &!. The 
pump frequency &, is fixed at the resonance frequency (&1 = &ba ). Parameters used are the same as in Fig. 4, except that lallrba = 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 
1.0 corresponds, respectively, to the curve labeled a, b, c, d, and e in each figure. The dotted curves are third-order perturbative results which are intensity 
independent. 
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Similar results can be obtained for higher-order mixing 
processes at W = (m + 1 )WI - mW2, m>2 at higher laser 
intensities. Contrary to the lower-order processes where 
transitions are relatively easily saturated and higher-order 
corrections beyond the lowest nonvanishing terms are signif
icant, we found that the ORWA formula, Eq. (46), in gen
eral provides a good approximation for higher-order pro
cesses up to medium strong intensities. 

VI. NONLINEAR OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES AND 
MUL TIPLE·WAVE MIXINGS AT VERY INTENSE FIELDS: 
EXACT FLSM NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR TWO·LEVEL 
TWO· MODE CASE 

At very intense laser fields, the OR W A or even the high
order Salwen-Liouvillian analytical approach (Sec. IV) are 
generally not sufficient to explore the rich multiphoton sub
radiative structures to be discussed below. Here the field is 
referred to as very strong if the corresponding Rabi frequen
cy is much larger than the relaxation rates (for example, 
lal > roo , etc.). In this case, the Ploquet-Liouville superma
trix (FLSM) approach (Sec. III) provides an efficient and 
powerful method for the nonperturbative treatment of var
ious intensity-dependent nonlinear optical phenomena. In 
this section, we use this approach to study the nonlinear 
wave mixings of two-level systems in very intense bichroma
tic fields (i.e., both the "pump" and the "probe" field 
strengths are strong). The physical parameters used are: 

Woo = 100.0, lal = 20 roo IP 1= 10 roo, roo = 0.1 (arbi
trary units). For pure radiative relaxation, r ab = 0 and 
r ab = 1/2 roo' while for collisional relaxation we choose 
rob =2roo· 

In this case study, we assume WI is associated with the 
stronger field and that it is fixed at resonance with the level 
transition (i.e., Woo = WI = 100.0). (Again, we point out 
that in the FLSM approach, both the "pump" and the 
"probe" fields are treated entirely on an equal footing. In 
fact, when both fields are strong, there is no need to distin
guish which field is the pump field and which field is the 
probe field.) In Fig. 6, we present the real part of the superei
genvalues, Re[0I'V;k,k

2
], as a function of W2 - WI' for the 

case of purely radiative relaxation. The tetradic-Ploquet in
dices l,uv;k I k 2 ), where,u,v = aorbandk I andk2 arbitrary 
integers, are shown on the right-hand side. These eigenval
ues are Q.btained by diagonalizing a truncated Floquet-Liou
villian LF (Fig. 1) which contains up to 11 photon (i.e., 
WI - SW2 and W2 - SWI ) blocks. Each avoided crossing 
between the supereigenvalues lab; 1,0) and Iba; - 1,0) cor
responds to a multiphoton (subharmonic) resonance transi
tion. For example, the positions of the avoided crossings 
from the right-hand side to the line center correspond, re
spectively, to the subharmonics (2w1 - (2), (3wl - 2w2), 
(4w1 - 3W2 ), and so on, while those from the left-hand side 
to the center correspond, respectively, to (2w2 - WI ), 

(3W2 - 2w1 ), (4w2 - 3wI ), ... , subharmonic multiphoton 
resonant transitions. The central part of the diagram con-

bai-21 

abilO 

(
a&:oo 

~----------:""';"'H-~E--H--7------------i bbiOO 

bai-10 

ab:2-1 

FIG. 6. Supereigenvalues (real parts), Re(fi), are shown, as a function of W2 - wI> for the case ofaclosed two-level system driven by two intense linearly 
polarized monochromatic fields of frequencies WI and W2' Parameters used are Woo = WI = 100, roo = 0.1, r.b = 0.0, roo = 1/2roo, IP 1= 10roo, 
lal = 20roo and t/J, = t/J2 = 0.0. The tetradic-Floquet indices IpV;k,k2) are shown on the right-hand side. Note that fi.o;k,k, and fibb;k,k, are almost degener
ate and cannot be distinguished in the figure. 
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FIG. 7. Generalized nonlinear optical susceptibilities X(w = w2 ) at intense 
bichromatic fields are shown as a function of lV2 - WI. The dispersive re
sponses are shown in (a) and the absorptive responses in (b). The solid 
curves are the results for the pure radiative damping case (r IHJ = 1I2rlHJ)' 
and the dotted curves include the effects of collisional relaxation 
(r IHJ = 2rIHJ ). Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 6. The mUltiphoton 
subradiative structures are labeled as (n l ,n2 ) corresponding to the 
nlw! + n 2w 2 processes, where n l and n 2 are (positive or negative) inte
gers. 

tains infinite higher-order processes which are not shown. 
Also the one-photon processes occur far away from both 
sides and are not shown. Several features of the supeteigen
value plot worth mentioning: (i) The supereigenvalue pat
tern is not exactly symmerical with respect to the line center. 
(ii) There is one-to-one correspondence between the avoid
ed crossing pattern and the multiphoton resonance absorp
tion line shape (such as power broadening, ac Stark shift, 
etc.), similar to the well-known quasienergy plot l4 for the 
nondamping case. 

In Figs. 7-9, we present the generalized nonlinear opti
cal susceptibilities, as a function of W 2 - WI , at the optical 
frequenciesw = W2 (Fig. 7), 2w1 - W2 (Fig. 8), 3wI - 2w2 

(Fig. 9), respectively. The results for the purely radiative 
damping cases are shown in solid curves, while the effects of 
additional collisional damping are shown in dotted curves. A 
number of salient features can be observed in these graphs: 
(i) Various subradiative peaks (or holes) appear in both the 
dispersive [ReX(w)] and the absorptive [lmX(w)] re-

(I.-I) 

o 5 

o 5 

FIG. 8. Generalized nonlinear optical susceptibilities X(w = 2tVI 
-lV2 ).Parameters are the same as in Fig. 7. 

sponses in intense fields. Each subharmonic peak is labeled 
with the indices (nl' n 2 ) corresponding to the nlwi + n2W2 

resonant process, which can also be identified from the ap
propriate supereigenvalue avoided crossing location. (ii) 
For each X (w ), the line shape is not exactly symmetrical (or 
antisymmetrical) with respect to the line center. This, of 
course, is related to the nonsymmetrical nature of the super
eigenvalue pattern. The asymmetry can be attributed to the 
effects of antirotating terms. Indeed, in the limit of GRW A, 
we found that the resonance spectral line shapes possess ex
act symmetrical (or antisymmetrica1) patterns. (iii) In 
strong fields, most subharmonic peaks have distorted Lor
entzian line shapes as also been observed in some experi
ments. 19 (iv) In both the collisionless and collisional damp
ing cases, we always observe a central resonant absorption 
peak (or hole) [Figs. 7(b)-9(b)] at zero detunings (Le., 
WI = W2 = Woo ). A similar central peak in four-wave mix
ing has been reported by Agarwal and Nayak.20 However, 
higher-order mixings are not reported in their work. Figure 
9 (b) shows that the central resonant peaks get narrower and 
smaller in amplitude as the order of multiphoton mixing 
process increases. (v) Negative absorption spectra 
[ 1m X (w )] can occur virtually in all nonlinear wave mix
ings, particularly for lower-order mixings. For example, 
while the absorptive responses of X(w2 ), Fig. 7(b), and 
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FIG. 9. Generalized nonlinear optical susceptibilities x('" = 3"'1 - 2IlI2 )· 

Parameters are the same as in Fig. 7. 

X(2m! - (2), Fig. 8(b), are mostly negative, only a small 
portion of 1m X (4lth - 3W2 ) ,not shown, is negative. The 
negative absorption can be attributed mainly to the satura
tion effects in intense fields and the absorption spectra turn 
to the emission spectra. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have presented in this paper a practical 
nonperturbative Floquet-Liouville supermatrix method for 
general treatment of intensity-dependent nonlinear optical 
susceptibilities in polychromatic fields, valid for arbitrary 
laser intensities, detunings, and relaxation. The nonlinear 
responses are shown to be completely determined by the su
pereigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Floquet-Liouvillian. 
In addition, we have also derived several general expressions 
for intensity-dependent nonlinear optical susceptibilities be
yond the conventional perturbative and RWA approaches. 
Extension of the method to the study of other nonlinear opti
cal processes is in progress. 
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APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, we provide some explanation of the 
multiphoton pathways occurring in the generalized rotating 
wave approximation (OR W A) and in the higher order Sal
wen-Liouvillian approach discussed in Sec. IV. 

It is instructive to introduce at this point the double 
sided Feynman diagrams to illustrate the multiphoton path
ways for various correction terms. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) 
show the Feynman diagrams for the Who ::::: (2m! - (2) and 
Who::::: (3Wl - 2m2 ) multiphoton processes, respectively, in 
the ORWA framework, for the correction term UQ in Eq. 
(43). Each Feynman diagram in Fig. lO(a) [Fig.10(b)] 

(a) 
ba ba ba ba 

aa aa aa aa 

(b) 

aa aa aa 
ba ba 

""1 

.... 1 ....2 

.... 2 

aa ao 00 oa 

.... 1 

""1 

aa ao aa aa 

ao aa ao aa 

FIG. 10. Feynman diagrams for the GRWA pathways [Eq. (43)1 corre
sponding to (a) 2IlI1 - "'2 and (b) 3"'1 - 2IlI2 processes. For details, see 
the Appendix. 
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(a) 
ba ba ba ba ba 

aa 00 aa aa aa 

ba ba ba ba ba 

aa aa aa aa aa 

ba ba ba ba 

aa aa aa aa 

(b) 
ba ba ba ba 

ao aa aa aa 

bo ba ba bo 

00 aa aa ao 

bo ba ba ba 

aa aa aa aa 

FIG. I I. Feynman diagrams for all the pathways corresponding to (a) the 
third-order and (b) the fifth-order correction terms in Eq. (36). See the 
Appendix for details. 

shows possible pathways from the initial Floquet-Liouville 
state /aa;OO) to the final state /ba; - 2,1) (/ba; - 3,2» by 
sequentially absorption (or emission) of one photon from 
one of the fields followed by emission (or absorption) of one 
photon from the other field. The time axis runs vertically 
upward. For example, the leftmost diagram in Fig. lO(a) 
indicates, in time order, /aa;OO) .... /ba; - 1,0) .... /aa; 
- 1,1) .... /ba; - 2,1), while the rightmost diagram shows 

the pathway /aa;OO) .... /ab;O,1) .... /aa; - 1,1) .... /ba; - 2,1). 
Correction terms beyond the ORWA limit are often much 
more sophisticated. For example, Figs. 11 (a) and 11 (b) de
pict, respectively, all the possible multiphoton pathways 
(from the initial Floquet-Liouville state /aa;OO) to the final 
state /ba; - 1,0» for the third- and fifth-order correction 
terms of Ua (WI) in Eq. (36) for the simplest one-photon 
dominant (w = WI) process. In this case, the third- and 
fifth-order terms represent higher-order corrections beyond 
the lowest (first order) OR W A limit. These higher-order 
terms become significant in strong fields and are responsible 
for intensity-dependent phenomena. The Feynman dia
grams are different for different correction parameters such 
as ua , u~, Ub' and u~. But they are related to each other by 
some symmetry arguments as shown in Eqs. (37)-(39). 
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